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Abstract 
It will be shown that for all numbers n and m with n > M 3 1 the Boolean pairs (A:, At) have 
undecidable lementary theories. 
The main subclasses of the arithmetical hierarchy and their mutual positions are 
well-known. We have the classes Ai, Cz and nf, n > 1 (A: - the class of all recursive 
sets) with Cz, @ 2 Cf,,, I7!+, and Ajl = Ci n nf, n > 1. 
Let x be one of the classes: Cz, nz or A& n 3 1. Then the following facts are known 
or easy to see: 
(1) (x, &) is a distributive lattice. If X E x and X =* Y (i.e. (X - Y) U (Y -X) is 
finite) then Y E x. (We say that x is =*-closed). We denote by x* the class x modulo 
= * and by X* the equivalence class of an X resp. to =*. For sets X, Y we write 
X C* Y if X - Y is finite. 
(2) If x is Cf or Z$ for any IZ 3 1, then Th((X, C)) (the elementary theory of the 
structure (x, C)) is hereditarily undecidable, ’ see e.g. [4, p, 3811. If 1 is AZ, n > 1, then 
(x, C)” is the countable, atomless Boolean algebra. (Hence Th((X, C)“) is decidable.) 
What can be said about the position of the recursive sets inside the Ai-sets from 
the point of view of the lattice theory? How does the sublattice of recursive sets lie 
inside the lattice of the A:-sets? How do the Ai-sets extend the recursive ones when 
both are considered as lattices? 
We will give an answer, not only for m = 1 and n = 2, but for the general case 
n > m > 1. We consider the Boolean pairs (At, AL)*, i.e. the structures (AZ, C,R)*, 
where (A:, (I)* is the Boolean algebra of the AZ-sets (mod =*) and R a unary relation 
satisfied exactly for all sets in AZ (modulo =*). 
I Let L be a first-order language (i.e. L is a set of functions F, of relations 9 and of constants W). Let 
T be a theory in L. T is called hereditarily undecidable if every subtheory T’ of T (in L) is undecidable. 
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Now it holds 
Theorem. For all numbers n and m with n > m3 1, Th((Az, Ai)) is (uniformly) 
hereditarily undecidable. 
Here uniformly means that for all pairs (A:, A:) there is an elementary definable 
(with parameters) structure which can be defined by using the same formulas for each 
n and m (and this definable structure has a hereditarily undecidable elementary theory). 
We shall even show that for the same m, but arbitrarily n the same parameters can be 
used. 
Proof. Denote by b”, n 3 1, the lattice of Cz-sets under inclusion. We shall show that 
&n+’ is elementary definable (by using three formulas and two parameters) in (A:, A:) 
for n >m>l.* 
The parameters A and Y: Let A be a hh-simple set with properties described be- 
low and Y a small major subset of A (symbolically Y csm A). The set A has two 
properties: 
- 2*(A) (the r.e. supersets structure of A (modulo =*)) is isomorphic to @2 (i.e. the 
Boolean algebra formed by all finite and cofinite subsets of N, N - the set of all 
numbers). Thus @2 is the completely atomic Boolean algebra. 
- A has an r.e. sequence (Ai)i30 of r.e. subsets of A with 
(i) Ai f? Aj = 0 (i # j), UiaO Ai = A. 
(ii) (v’R recursive set) ((A U R)* is an atom in 2*(A) + (3!k)((A - Y) n R =* 
(A - Y) n Ak)). 
(iii) (Vi)(3R recursive set) ((AUR)* - atom in 9*(A) and AiU(R-A) is recursive). 
The existence of such a special hh-simple set follows easily from Lachlan’s general 
construction of hh-simple sets. See for this e.g. [3]. 
Observe that from the properties of the sets Aj and the choice of Y we get that 
Ai - Y is infinite for every i 30 and uniquely determined. This means 
(VR recursive) (Ai - Y G* R or (Ai - Y) n R =* 0). 
Further every set Ai - Y is uniquely connected with exactly one atom (A U R)* of 
P*(A) (by (ii) and (iii)). 
Relatiuization of A and Y: We can relativize these properties to the Ci-sets. Thus 
for every m 3 1 there are sets A(“) and Y(“) with Y@) csm Acm) (defined in the obvious 
sense using CL-sets) and a ,X:-sequence (Airn))iao such that LZ(~)*(A(“~) = {X”: X E 
CL, A(“) CX} is isomorphic to @12 and for (Aim))i>o (i)-(iii) hold where in (ii) and 
(iii) of “recursive” is replaced by “R E A:“. (We will need this relativization for the 
proof that pairs (A$ A:) are undecidable for m > 1). 
* Indeed one parameter would be sufficient. But by using two the interpretation becomes clearer and easier 
to understand. 
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The sets ACm) and Y@) are Ck-sets, hence are AZ-sets for n > m. Thus they can be 
used as parameters in (A$ AR). 
The defining formulas: The elements of &n+l will be mapped to a definable collection 
of AZ-sets defined by the formula cpo. cpo(x, Y(m),A(“)) is 
y@) c x AX C A(“+. _ 
We write .2?(n)(Y(m),A(m)) for the class 
{Z E A’. Y@) 5 Z CA’“‘}. il’ 
Let ~1 (x,z, YCm), A(“)) be the (informal) expression: 
(Vi) ([x n (AI”) - y@))=*Alm) - y(“)] +. [Z n (AI”) - @I) =* Alrn) - y@)]). 
(1) 
(PI will be used for the interpretation of & from 8”+’ into (AZ, A:). 
cp1 is not definable in the language of the Boolean pairs. Later in Lemma 2 we show 
that (~1 is equivalent in (AZ, AZ) to a definable formula. But for recursion-theoretic 
estimations (1) will be useful, e.g. in Lemma 1. 
The third formula Q(X,Z, Ycrn), A(“)) is 
This defines an equivalence relation on the structure of (A:, AL). We write x ccof z for 
(pr(x,z, YCm),ACm)) and x %,,f z for (pz(x,z, Ycm), Acm)). 
Now we can show 
Lemma 1. (_Y?(“)( Y(m),A(m)), &)/ zCof is isomorphic to &n+‘. 
Proof. Let X be a Aji-set such that Y@) CX C ACm). Let Sx be the set 
{i E N: X n (Aim) - Y(“)) =* (A(“) - Y(“))}. 
At first we see that Sx belongs to Ci,, , since (2) has the definition 
(%)(V’v > x)(y E X n AIM) =+ y E Ycm)), 
(2) 
this is %((A: A Ci) + Co ,), hence Ci,,. (Here we use the fact that (Af”))j20 is a 
uniformly Ci-sequence.) 
Further, we see that for X, Z E ycn)( Y@), A(“)) 
and thus 
27 =:cof Z iff SX = Sz. 
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From this we get that the mapping 
WI/ =cof 4 sx (3) 
is an embedding of (1;p(“)( Yfm), Acm)), ccof )/ M,,r into P+’ 
It remains to show that the mapping (3) is surjective. Let S E Ci,,. Then there is 
a Zf_, -sequence (Uk)k>~ (of Ci_,-sets) such that 
k E S iff uk is cofinite. 
This fact we get by an easy relativization of the well-known fact that {e: W, =* IV} 
is Ci-complete (see e.g. [4, p. 681). 
Next we have to relativize the following well-known fact: 
“If A and B are r.e. sets with A C B and B - A not co-r.e. then there is an r.e. 
sequence of finite and disjoint sets (Sn)nao with B-A C UnaO S, C B and S,n (B-A) # 
0 for every n”. 
(See for this e.g. [4, p. 1841 or [3] in the Introduction.) 
Since the construction of (Sn)nao is effective, this can be done uniformly if uniformly 
r.e. sequences (Ai)i>O and (Bi)i>o are given with Bi - Ai is not co-r.e. for every i. 
We relativize this to the sequences ( Y(m))i>o and ( Ycm) U Alm))i>o. (Ajm) - Ycm) 
are not co-C:, since Ycm) c,, Acm) and by the properties (ii) and (iii)). Thus we get 
a Cl-sequence (Si,e)i,e>O such that YCm) U Ai”) - Y@) & Ue3,, Se,i C Ycm) U AI”) and 
Se,i n ( Yc”) U Ajm) - Y(“)) # 0 for all e and every i. 
Now let X be the set 
Ycm’U(_{&,: eE Ui, i>O}. 
X is Ci and so X E LE’(‘)(Y(m),A(m)). 
Let i E S; then Ui is cofinite, hence Ai”) - Ycm) g* X, by definition of X and the 
finiteness of all sets Se+. Hence by (2) i E &. 
Let i E Sx. Then A!*) - Y@) C*X. Thus Ui =* N, but this means i E S. - 
It remains to show ‘that cp1 can be defined elementary with parameters. 
Lemma 2. The expression (pI(x,z, Y (m),A(m)) is equivalent (in (A$ A:)) to the ele- 
mentary formula 
(VR E Ai) [(ACM) U R)* is an atom in 2’i”‘m’*(A’m’) 
j3 {(A(“) - Y’“‘) n R G* x =+ (Acm) - Y’“‘) n R C* z}]. (4) 
Proof. (1) + (4): Suppose (1) is satisfied for sets X and Z (in place of x and 
z, respectively). Let R be such that (A@) U R)’ is an atom in L?(~)*(A(~)). Then 
3 ‘C(A(m) U R)* is an atom in Hm)*(km))” means 
(M-E& (Tn(A(m)UR)=*QVA(m)UR~*A(m)UT). 
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(A(m) _ y’“‘) “R =* Aim) _ Ycrn) for some unique i, by (ii). Thus the second line in 
(1) implies also the second one in (4). 
(4) + (1): Suppose (4) is satisfied for sets X and Z from A:. If for some i 
x n (A(“) _ y(m)) =* Aj”) _ y(m) 
=* A!“3 _ 
t h en by (iii) there is a AL-set R with R n (A@- Ycm)) 
Ycrn) (see the sentence before: Relativization of A and Y, after (iii)). Thus 
by (4) Z n (A(“) - I 
Y’“‘) =* -y(m). 
It is easy to see that “finiteness” is elementary definable in (A:, AL), hence also the 
relation =*. For X E A: X =* 8 means 
(VY E A;) (Y CX =+ Y E A;)). (5) 
If X is finite then obviously every subset of X belongs to A:. 
If X is infinite and not from Af, then Y = X negates (5). If X is from Ai then X 
has a Ci-subset (hence is from A:), not from AL. 
Thus we have 
Corollary. For all numbers n and m with n > m 2 1 the theory Th((Ai, A:)) is 
undecidable. 
Proof. It was shown that cP’ IS elementary definable with parameters in (A:, A:) 
and Th(P+‘) is hereditarily undecidable. Thus this holds also for Th((AE, A:)). 
Final remarks. The following problems remain still open: 
(1) Are (Ajl,,Ai,) and (A,>, o A&) elementary equivalent? We should note that 
Harrington and Nies have shown that 8”’ and &“* are not elementary equivalent for 
ni # n2. We believe this supports our conjecture that (AZ,, Ai, ) and ( AE2, Ai ) are not 
elementary equivalent for n1 # n2 or ml # m2. 
(2) Let Ai be the class of primitive recursive sets. Do the Boolean pairs (A:, A:), 
n 3 1, have undecidable theories? 
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